Abstract-We present a method to produce a hierarchy of triangle meshes that can be used to blend different levels of detail in a smooth fashion. The algorithm produces a sequence of meshes 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 2 , ..., 0 n , where each mesh 0 i can be transformed to mesh 0 i+1 through a set of triangle-collapse operations. For each triangle, a function is generated that approximates the underlying surface in the area of the triangle, and this function serves as a basis for assigning a weight to the triangle in the ordering operation and for supplying the points to which the triangles are collapsed. The algorithm produces a limited number of intermediate meshes by selecting, at each step, a number of triangles that can be collapsed simultaneously. This technique allows us to view a triangulated surface model at varying levels of detail while insuring that the simplified mesh approximates the original surface well.
INTRODUCTION
HE rapid increase in the power of computer systems, coupled with the increasing sophistication of geometric-modeling operations, the increasing precision of computational simulations, and the development of state-ofthe-art imaging systems, can now produce models with incredible detail. The most critical and fundamental research problem encountered in the visualization of these complex models is the development of methods for storing, approximating, and rendering very large data sets. The problem is to develop different representations of a data set, each of which can be substituted for the complete set depending on the requirements of the visualization technique. The data set may be represented by a few points or by several million points if necessary, with each of the data sets containing the essential features of the original data. A hierarchical or multiresolution representation [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] allows the study of large-scale features by considering the data set at a coarse resolution and the study of small-scale features by considering the data set at a fine resolution.
Using a multiresolution data representation allows near real-time "traveling" through the data domain. The rendering algorithm can use a coarse resolution for image generation while the model moves, and can add detail over time by "adding" finer levels when the model is stationary-the progressive refinement approach to image generation. The rendering algorithm can also simultaneously display various levels of detail from the representation, changing among the levels "continuously." This level-ofdetail problem is of great importance in visualization and computer graphics. Multiresolution techniques are useful for real-time data access to support telepresence and teleoperations, and to enhance accessibility of the data sets in real-time decision processes.
We introduce a method to produce a hierarchical representation of large, unstructured triangle meshes. Given an initial mesh 0 0 , our algorithm reduces the number of triangles through a series of triangle-collapse operations. A triangle is selected from the mesh and removed by collapsing it to a point (see Fig. 1 ). A weight is assigned to each triangle and is used as the criterion to select triangles to be collapsed. This weight is partially based on a curvature measure determined by the principal curvatures of a function that approximates the surface in the area of each triangle. To insure that the new mesh accurately approximates the underlying surface, we use the approximating surface to supply the point to which the triangle is collapsed. This enables us to develop a simple algorithm, based upon a triangle-collapse strategy, which remains faithful to the underlying surface.
In a given mesh, we can identify a number of triangles that can be collapsed simultaneously, and this allows our algorithm to output a sequence of meshes 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 2 , ..., 0 n with the property that 0 i can be smoothly collapsed to 0 i+1 . By collapsing a relatively large number of triangles in an intermediate triangulation simultaneously, we achieve significant memory savings. Thus, the transition from mesh 0 i to 0 i+1 is characterized by collapsing many triangles in parallel-instead of collapsing just one. The sequence of meshes, along with the triangle-collapse operations, can be used to create a smooth visual transition between levels in the hierarchy.
In Section 2, we discuss related work. We examine the topology of the triangle-collapse operation in Section 3. We define what it means for a triangle to be "collapsible," and exhibit the effect of the triangle-collapse operation on the mesh. In Section 4, we construct a function that approximates the underlying surface in the area of a triangle. This approximating surface is used in two ways: 1) to define the point to which a triangle will collapse, and 2) to assign weights to the triangles. The algorithm assigns a weight to each triangle which determines its priority in the mesh reduction process. In Section 5, we give a complete description of the algorithm which generates a sequence of triangle-collapse operations and a sequence of meshes. The calculation of the factors that make up the weights is discussed in Section 6. Results of the algorithm's use are given in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
Algorithms that simplify meshes are an important component of research in visualization and computer graphics. State-of-the-art graphics workstations, which now allow the display of many thousands of shaded or textured polygons at interactive frame rates, are not sufficient to render the truly massive data sets containing millions of triangles.
Rendering systems today require real-time level-of-detail representations to adaptively display the models at constant frame rates, or to continuously vary the detail on the model depending on the camera position. Three classes of algorithms exist that directly pertain to our work and that deal with the triangle meshes directly: algorithms that simplify the mesh by removing vertices; algorithms that simplify the mesh by removing edges; and algorithms that simplify the mesh by removing faces.
Schroeder et al. [5] have developed an algorithm that simplifies the mesh by removing vertices. Vertices are identified through a distance-to-plane criterion, where an average plane is formed through a vertex and its adjacent vertices. If the vertex is within a specified distance of the average plane, it can be deleted; otherwise, it is retained. Removing a vertex from the mesh creates a hole that must be retriangulated, and several strategies may be used. Schroeder et al. use a recursive loop splitting procedure to generate a triangulation of the hole.
Renze and Oliver [6] have published a similar algorithm which is extended to meshes containing n-dimensional simplices. Rather than a loop splitting procedure, they fill the hole by using an unconstrained Delaunay triangulation algorithm.
Hoppe [7] , [8] and Popovic and Hoppe [9] describe a progressive-mesh representation of a triangle mesh. This is a continuous-resolution representation based upon an edge-collapse operation which selects and collapses individual edges of the mesh. Hoppe et al. [10] formulate the data reduction problem in terms of a mesh optimization problem, ordering the edges according to an energy minimization function. Each edge is placed in a priority queue by the expected energy cost of the edge collapse. As edges are collapsed, the priorities of the edges in the neighborhood of the transformation are recomputed and reinserted into the queue. The result is an initial coarse representation of the mesh, and a linear list of edge-collapse operations, each of which can be regenerated to generate finer representations of the mesh. The geometrically continuous edge-collapse operation allows the development of a smooth visual transition between various levels of the representation.
Other edge-collapse algorithms have been described by Zia and Varshney [11] , who use the constructed hierarchy for view-dependent simplification of models, and Garland and Heckbert [12] , who utilize quadratic error metrics for fast calculation of the hierarchy.
Hamann [13] has developed an algorithm that attempts to simplify the mesh by removing triangles. His algorithm removes triangles from a mesh by first ordering the triangles according to the curvature at their vertices (see [14] ). The curvature values are precomputed based on the original triangulated mesh. Triangles are then inserted into a priority queue and removed iteratively. Modified triangles receive new curvatures at their vertices and are inserted back into the priority queue. The user can specify a percentage of triangles to be removed or an error tolerance.
Each of these algorithms focuses on an individual vertex, edge, or triangle in the mesh. Our algorithm has a similar focus, but creates a hierarchy of meshes, not just a list of elements. The hierarchy of meshes can be used to create a continuous-reduction algorithm that enables us to smoothly vary the detail over the set of meshes.
Others have used different approaches to address these problems. Turk [15] uses a retiling strategy to place new points on the original mesh. These points are then retriangulated, resulting in a new coarser mesh that represents the original data set. Cohen et al. [16] use a generalization of offset surfaces to produce a hierarchy of inner and outer meshes that surround the original mesh. Lindstrom et al. [17] address the case of triangulations in the form of uniformly gridded height fields. With this specialized structure, it is possible to segment the grid into a quad-tree representation and then provide triangle reduction within the quad-tree nodes. Our algorithm is based on a triangle-removal strategy that creates a hierarchy of meshes, not just a hierarchy of triangles. These meshes can be used to perform a continuous level-of-detail rendering which enables us to smoothly blend the various levels. This paper is an expansion of our work in [18] . We now provide full details of the topology considerations in the triangle-collapse operation, present an algorithm to handle meshes with boundaries, and describe additional factors used to order the triangles for collapse.
TRIANGLE-COLLAPSE OPERATIONS
In the rendering context, we define a surface to be a piecewise linear surface defined by a mesh of triangles. We require that the triangle mesh be connected and that each edge in the mesh be shared by at most two triangles. Meshes should not be self-intersecting-that is, no triangle of the mesh should have an intersection with the interior of another triangle.
Our objective is to collapse triangles in the mesh. If we examine Fig. 1 , we see that collapsing a triangle affects other triangles in the area. These affected triangles, defining the stencil, are modified in the triangle-collapse operation.
To determine if a triangle is "collapsible," we must examine the stencil and its effect under the collapse operation.
Stencils of Triangles
If we are to collapse a given triangle T, it is the triangles surrounding T that influence the resulting mesh after the collapse. This set of triangles, the stencil 6 T of T, is the set of triangles T i , where T i ≠ T and T i shares a vertex with T (see Three triangles T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 form a cycle in the mesh if they are pairwise neighbors (see Fig. 2c ). Each triangle of a cycle must have a vertex of valence three. A stencil 6 is called cyclic if it contains a cycle, otherwise, it is called acyclic. To be in the stencil, a cycle must contain a neighbor triangle of T. Cycles can be eliminated in the original mesh by edge swapping (see Fig. 3 ). Repeated swapping may be necessary to eliminate the three cycles that could possibly occur in the stencil.
If a triangle T has a connected acyclic stencil 6 T , we can order the triangles of the stencil and obtain a polygon, the stencil boundary polygon, that describes the outer boundary of the stencil. If this polygon contains no vertices of the original triangle T, the stencil is called complete. Examples of various triangles and their stencils are shown in Fig. 2 .
We can ensure that complete stencils are defined on the boundary by adding a single vertex, a point-at-infinity, to the mesh. This point, p∞, is then connected to each vertex on the boundary of the mesh (see Fig. 4 ). 1 . A neighboring triangle of T shares an edge with T. 
Collapsing a Triangle
Collapsing a triangle and removing it from the mesh affects both the triangle itself and the triangles of its stencil. As can be seen in Fig. 5 , when a triangle is collapsed, the triangle and its neighbors are eliminated from the mesh. The triangle is replaced by a single point, which is connected to all points of the stencil boundary polygon, creating a new triangulation of the region. Geometrically, this transition is smooth; topologically, it is "discontinuous" when the three vertices eventually become one.
To make this specific, consider a triangle T and let its neighboring triangles be denoted by T T N N , , and T N 3 .
• From the n triangles in the stencil, the area is now retriangulated with n − 4 triangles. These triangles all share a new vertex c, which has valence equal to
• Each point p N i is a vertex of one fewer triangle: Its valence is reduced by one.
• The Euler-Poincaré characteristic [19] is preserved.
Consider a triangle T whose stencil contains v vertices, e edges, and t triangles. After the triangle is collapsed, the resulting set of triangles will have v − 2 vertices, e − 6 edges, and t − 4 triangles. The Euler-Poincaré characteristic of both sets of triangles is the same:
2. The number of edges that emanate from a vertex define its valence. , and p N 3 is reduced by one.
The collapsing process can introduce triangles with cyclic stencils. If any of the points p p N N 1 2 , , or p N 3 has valence four, collapsing the triangle T reduces the valence of this vertex by one-thus creating a vertex of valence three and a cycle. This cycle will cause three triangles of the mesh to have acyclic stencils if the cycle is in the interior of the mesh (see Fig. 7 ). We define a collapsible triangle as one that does not introduce additional cycles as a result of the collapse operation. "Oddly shaped" stencils also pose a potential problem. If the stencil is "oddly shaped," the collapse process can potentially create folds in the resulting triangles (see Fig. 8 ). To avoid this problem, we require the stencil boundary polygon, when projected to the plane of the triangle, to be starshaped with respect to the centroid c of the triangle. This implies that for any point q on the stencil boundary polygon, the line cq must be contained in the interior of the polygon [19] .
With these observations, we define a triangle T to be collapsible if 1) it has a complete stencil 6 T ; 2) the valence of the vertex of each neighboring triangle that is not a vertex of the triangle T is not equal to four; and 3) its projected boundary polygon is star-shaped with respect to the centroid of the triangle.
When collapsing triangles of a mesh, vertices change valences and triangles disappear. Thus, a triangle may not be collapsible in one level of the hierarchy, but may be collapsible in other levels. To collapse a triangle, we only need to identify the stencil boundary polygon and the point c to which the triangle is collapsed.
APPROXIMATING THE UNDERLYING SURFACE
It is our goal is to faithfully approximate the underlying surface of the triangulation-that is, stay as close as possible to the original mesh. For geometric models, it is the curvature of the model that has the primary effect on the mesh reduction process. In general, we would expect triangles to fit the underlying surface well in the areas where the curvature is low. Therefore, we should be most willing to reduce the number of triangles in the areas where the curvature of the underlying surface is low, and be least willing to do it when the curvature is high. In this section, we define a bivariate function that approximates the surface in the area of a triangle T. We use this surface in many ways: We approximate the principal curvatures of the surface by the principal curvatures of the graph of this function; we col- (a) (b) (c) Fig. 8 . Folds can occur in the modified triangles of the stencil if a star-shaped property does not hold. In this planar example, the triangle in (a) has a non-star-shaped stencil. As we collapse in (b), the potential conflict can be seen, and, in (c), the fold can be seen.
lapse our triangles to points on this surface; and, we find the error between our triangles and their projections on this surface. Let p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n be the vertices of the triangles that make up the stencil of T, and let c be the centroid of T. We establish a local coordinate system in the plane of T whose origin is c. This coordinate system uses any two orthonormal vectors r u and r v , and uses the unit normal vector r n to the plane of the triangle T (see Fig. 9 ). For each vertex p j of a stencil triangle, we convert the coordinates of p j to coordinates in the local system defined by P. These coordinates can be calculated by first projecting p j onto the plane P. This new point, p j P , is obtained by
where
is the distance of the point p j from the plane P. Projecting 
The resulting normal equations are 
and, provided the determinant of U T U does not vanish, 3 this system can be solved and the coefficients of the function f T (u, v) be determined. 3 . If the determinant does vanish, we consider additional points outside the stencil. 
Curvature Estimates
The two principal curvatures of the graph of f T (u, v) are
and
where K is the Gaussian curvature of the surface at (u, v), and H is the mean curvature at (u, v) (see [20] ). The Gaussian curvature is defined by 
defining the coefficients that we can substitute directly into (6) and (7) to obtain the Gaussian and mean curvatures of f T at (u, v). These can then be substituted into (4) and (5) to obtain the two principal curvatures.
Calculating the Image of an Edge on the Approximating Surface
Given an edge of a triangle T defined by the local coordinates (u 0 , v 0 ) and (u 1 , v 1 ), using the equation of the approximating surface, we can express the equation of the triangle edge as 
. Inserting this into (1), we obtain f u v f u t v t c u t c v t c u t v t c u t c v t c c u a t c v b t c u a t v b t c u a t c v b t c c a c b c a b t T T
, , 
which is clearly a quadratic in t. Thus, for each edge of a triangle, we can calculate an associated parabola on the approximating surface.
The Error Between an Approximating Surface and a Triangle Edge
Given an edge of a triangle T defined by the local coordinates (u 0 , v 0 ) and (u 1 , v 1 ), we can calculate the maximum error between the local surface approximation and the edge. 
Calculating the Collapse Point
We use the approximating function f T to determine the point to which a triangle T is to be collapsed. For triangles on the interior of the mesh, the function f T is evaluated at (u, v) = (0, 0) and the "collapse point" is defined to be
where r n is the unit normal vector to the plane of the triangle. This is the point where the approximating surface intersects a line through the centroid c in the direction given by r n (see Fig. 13 ).
To preserve the boundary of the mesh in the various hierarchies, the triangles on the boundary must be collapsed carefully. Enumerating the types of triangles on the boundary (see Fig. 14) , we obtain 1) A type-1 triangle has one edge on the boundary. To collapse this triangle, we find the approximating biquadratic surface, develop the quadratic polynomial from this edge, and use a point on the approximating polynomial that corresponds to the midpoint of the edge (see Fig. 15 ). 2) A type-2 triangle has a single vertex on the boundary.
In this case, the triangle is collapsed to a point on the approximating surface that corresponds to the boundary vertex (see Fig. 16 ). 3) A type-3 triangle has two edges on the boundary. This implies a "corner vertex" and the triangle is collapsed to the vertex shared by the two boundary edges. 4) A type-4 triangle has two vertices on the boundary but no edges. We find these triangles in two situations:
• They are neighbors of a corner triangle (a type-3 triangle). The triangles have a cycle in their stencil-the "corner triangle" and two triangles containing the point-at-infinity-and so they are not collapsible.
• The two vertices touch two boundary curves of the mesh. If we collapse these triangles, the boundary of the mesh will be compromised.
In general, triangles with more than one vertex, and no edge on the boundary are not collapsible. If such a triangle were collapsed, the boundary could not be preserved. Our algorithm may not collapse these type-4 triangles directly, but allows them to be neighbors of collapsing triangles.
THE MESH REDUCTION ALGORITHM
With the triangle-collapse operation, the mesh reduction algorithm is straightforward to describe. Given an initial triangle mesh 0 0 , we calculate a weight for each triangle T of the mesh and place the triangle on a priority queueordered by increasing weight. The weight assigned to T represents the effect that the collapse of T will have on the mesh. We then repeatedly perform the following steps:
1) A triangle T is removed from the front of the queue, collapsed, and a new mesh is generated. 2) For each modified triangle of the stencil of T, recalculate the weight of the triangle and reposition it in the queue.
This process is repeated until a coarse mesh is generated with a specified number of triangles. Fig. 15 . Type-1 triangles are collapsed to a point that represents the edge of the mesh. This point can be found by finding the line that passes through the midpoint of the edge in the direction of the normal and intersecting this line with the approximating surface. Fig. 16 . Type-2 triangles are collapsed to the point on the approximating surface that corresponds to the triangle boundary vertex. Fig. 13 . To establish the point to which a triangle will collapse, we find the intersection of the line through the origin of the local coordinate system in the direction of the normal vector to the triangle, and the approximating surface. [10] ) and create desired meshes of various resolutions by reversing the triangle-collapse operations-"expanding the vertices to triangles"-in sequence.
We can make a straightforward modification to this algorithm. Instead of collapsing just a single triangle in a mesh, the algorithm identifies a certain percentage of triangles that can be collapsed in parallel-recognizing that two triangles can be collapsed simultaneously if their stencils do not overlap (see Fig. 17 ).
In this case, we remove a triangle T from the queue if the following two conditions hold:
• T has a weight less than a specified value.
• If T 0 , T 1 , T 2 , ..., T k represents the triangles already removed form the mesh, then the stencil of T cannot intersect the stencil of T i , for i = 0, ... k.
Once the sequence of triangles T 0 , T 1 , T 2 , ..., T k has been selected, the triangles are collapsed and a new mesh 0 1 is generated. The weights of each of the triangles in the stencils of T i , i = 0, ..., k, are recalculated, and the triangles are repositioned in the queue. A new sequence of triangles is then selected from the queue, and a mesh 0 2 is created. This process continues until a coarse mesh is obtained.
The by simultaneously performing the triangle collapses &⋅ ,j . Since each of these operations is reversible, we can store the coarse mesh 0 n , and the reversed set of triangle-collapse
K K K with "markers" indicating which collapses can be done simultaneously. This approach leads to a significantly smaller number of triangulation levels in the final hierarchy. The sequence of meshes allows a smooth blending algorithm to be implemented by defining a partial trianglecollapse operation between consecutive meshes. If we define a parameter t, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, we can define a triangle mesh 0 i (t), with the property that 0 i (0) = 0 i and 0 i (1) = 0 i+1 . 0 i (t) is constructed by "partially collapsing" all selected triangles of 0 i : If T is a selected triangle of 0 i , with p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 as its vertices, and c is the point to which the triangle is collapsing, then the mesh 0 i (t) is the result of linearly interpolating p i and c-that is, The meshes 0 i (t) provide a geometrically continuous method to vary smoothly between different levels in the hierarchy-despite the fact that two levels are topologically different. Fig. 18 illustrates the smooth transitions possible between the meshes. Fig. 18a shows a portion of the mesh 0 0 on a torus data set. The triangles that have been selected for collapse are shown in yellow, and the stencils of these triangles are shown in blue. Fig. 18b shows the mesh 0 0 (0.75), where the triangles have been partially collapsed.
TRIANGLE WEIGHTS
The algorithm assigns a weight to each triangle of the original mesh. The weights are used to determine the order in which triangles of the mesh will be collapsed. The triangles with the smallest weight should be removed first.
The weight of a triangle T depends on four criteria: 1) the absolute curvature 4 κ(T) of the approximating function in the area about T; 2) a shape measure α(T), which assigns a higher weight to triangles that are near-equilateral; 3) a topological measure V(T), which penalizes triangles that will produce high-valence vertices when collapsed; 4) an error measure E(T) that indicates the error between the collapsed stencil of a triangle and its approximating surface; and 5) the triangle area A(T).
Weights are defined by

W(T) = A(T) (w κ κ(T) + w α α(T) + w v V(T) + w e E(T)),
where w κ , w α , w v , and w e are user-specified weights, with 0 ≤ w κ , w α , w v , w e ≤ 1. Triangles with small weight will have the least impact on the mesh when collapsed and are collapsed first.
The curvature weight κ(T) is the absolute curvature of the graph of the approximating function f T (u, v) of T at u = v = 0, normalized by the maximum absolute curvature observed in the data set. When we multiply this weight by the area of the triangle, large triangles in areas of high curvature have large weights and small triangles in flat areas have small weights.
The angle weight α(T) is given by 4 . We define the absolute curvature κ(T) as the sum of the absolute values of the two principal curvatures, i.e., κ(T) = |κ 1 | + |κ 2 |. When multiplied by the area of the triangle, α(T) assigns a greater weight to large, equilateral triangles and a smaller weight to narrow, small triangles.
Triangles that have high-valence vertices have difficulty in passing the star-shaped requirement for collapsibility, and, in general, they do not approximate surfaces well. We seek to avoid these situations by adding a term that depends on the potential valence of the vertex to which the triangle will be collapsed. The topological term V(T) penalizes triangles that produce vertices of high valence when collapsed (see Fig. 19 ). This term is given by
where m v is chosen to be a maximum-valence normalizing factor and c is the point to which the triangle is collapsed.
The algorithm considers vertices of valence six to be optimal.
The error weight E(T) is based upon "predictive error." The triangle T is collapsed, and the error between the modified triangulation and the approximating surface (see Section 4.3) is calculated along the edges of the modified triangulation. E(T) is the maximum edge error. When multiplied by the area of a triangle, large triangles whose modified stencil triangles fit the surface poorly receive large weights, and small triangles whose modified stencils fit the surface well receive small weights. Thus, if a triangle can be collapsed and the resulting retriangulation of the stencil is a good fit for the locally approximating surface, then the triangle will receive a low error weight. Fig. 20a shows a portion of the Crater-Lake data set textured with the curvature weight. Areas with high curvature are white, and areas with low curvature are dark. Fig. 20b shows the same data set textured with the value of the error weight.
The sequence of meshes and triangle-collapse operations provides an ancestral hierarchy for any triangle T of a mesh 0 j , which allows T to be associated with a set of vertices in the original mesh. T is either a triangle in both 0 j and 0 j−1 , or T was modified from a triangle T′ in 0 j−1 through the collapse of a triangle T C . In the first case, the ancestral 5 . We note that this weight is not scale invariant. If the data set is rescaled the sequence of collapsed triangles may change. points associated with T in 0 j are just the ancestral points of T in 0 j−1 . In the second case, the ancestral points of T are the union of the ancestral points of T′ and those of T C (see Fig. 21 ). In this way, every triangle T has a set of ancestral points in the original mesh 0 0 , which are the points that affect the construction of the vertices of T. When recalculating the weight of the triangle T, we can use points from the full ancestral hierarchy to determine the approximating surface. In this way, points of the original mesh are used to calculate the weights of the triangles and the new collapse points, reducing error accumulation.
RESULTS
The algorithm that we have presented allows the representation of large triangular meshes at multiple levels of detail, requiring a relatively small number of triangulation levels to be stored. Our algorithm is based on the idea of collapsing a certain percentage of triangles in an intermediate mesh in a single step. This principle leads to significant reductions regarding storage requirements. Furthermore, it is possible to smoothly traverse the hierarchy "upward" and "downward."
We have applied our algorithm to several large triangulated models and have achieved very encouraging results. Table 1 summarizes the results of the data sets shown in the color plates. Fig. 22 illustrates a saddle surface originally containing 19,998 triangles. We have illustrated the mesh at various lev- els, and the triangles selected for collapse at level 1 and at level 10. Due to a user-defined limit on the number of triangles selected for each level, the algorithm initially selects triangles close to the saddle point. However, as the algorithm proceeds, the triangles selected for collapse are nearly uniformly distributed over the mesh. Even though the mesh at level 30 has only 2.4 percent of the original number of triangles, it still gives an adequate representation. This model originally has 303,454 triangles. Fig. 23b shows the triangles and their stencils chosen for collapse in the initial level. We note that these are distributed in the nearly flat areas of the data set. At level 10, most of the triangles in the flat areas have been collapsed, and the area weight begins to force the algorithm to choose triangles in the highly curved areas of the mesh (Fig. 23d) . At level 30, the reduced data set has less than 2.5 percent of the original number of triangles. While most of the detail has disappeared, this still is a very good representation of the Mount St. Helens region. Here, the curvature weight and the area have the maximum influence on the outcome of the mesh-reduction algorithm. Fig. 24 shows triangulations of a torus, initially represented by 5,000 triangles. Fig. 24d shows the triangles selected for collapse in level 1, and Fig. 24d shows the triangles selected for collapse at level 5. Notice that the algorithm does not choose triangles on the equator, as the triangles there fit the resulting surface very well. Eventually, the area weight forces the algorithm to consider these triangles. Fig. 25 shows the triangulation levels of the digital elevation model of the Crater Lake region in the western United States. Fig. 25b shows the triangles chosen for collapse in the initial level. Notice that the selected triangles are distributed in the flat areas of the data set. The mesh at level 30 contains less than 2.5 percent of the original number of triangles in the data set.
The image of Figs. 24 and 25 were generated with weights defined by Here, the dominant factor is the predictive error weight. The initial preprocessing step of the algorithm sets up the hierarchy of meshes in approximately 15 minutes for the large data sets, and three to five minutes for the smaller ones. In all meshes, the algorithm attempted to select 2.5 percent of the triangles in the priority queue at each level. Since four triangles disappear with each collapse, this implies that, at most, 10 percent of the triangles will be removed at each level. However, due to the stencil overlap, the actual numbers removed at each level will be less than 10 percent.
Edge swapping to eliminate cycles was not implemented, as it was found that the algorithm will select neighbors of the stencil triangles for collapse. This eliminates most of the cycles as the algorithm progresses.
The pictures can be viewed in real time on a Silicon Graphics Onyx 2 computer system.
CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced an algorithm for the hierarchical representation of very large triangle meshes. The algorithm produces a sequence of meshes 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 2 , ..., 0 Q , where each mesh 0 j is collapsed to mesh 0 j+1 through a set of simultaneous triangle-collapse operations. For each triangle, a function is generated that approximates the underlying surface in the area of the triangle, and this function serves as a basis for assigning weights to each triangle and for supplying the point to which triangles are collapsed. Using this representation allows us to display a large triangle mesh at various levels of detail in real time while preserving the geometry of the original mesh.
This work extends previous work on level-of-detail analysis for triangle meshes in several ways. First, our algorithm focuses on the triangle as a primitive-and the triangle-collapse operation as the primary reduction strategy for the mesh. Second, our algorithm produces a sequence of meshes which, together with the triangle-collapse operation, can be used to produce a continuous level-of-detail variation in the model. We have integrated this model into a prototype viewing system that supports interactive levelof-detail manipulation of complex models defined by large triangle meshes. Third, whenever we compute the location of a new vertex replacing a triangle, we consider the ancestral hierarchy created by the collapse operations and calculate the weights of triangles using the original surface data. This ensures that the simplified mesh approximates the original surface well.
